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‘NEVER RESPECT MEN MERELY FOR THEIR RICHES, BUT RATHER
FOR THEIR PHILANTHROPY; WE DO NOT VALUE THE SUN FOR ITS
HEIGHT, BUT FOR ITS USE. ’
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Please
don’t cap
our giving

S TO THE EDITOR

us mindset

at there has been a great deal of anxe poor snow conditions and limited
ain on Vail Mountain this year. So it
prise that the 9 inches of new snow
y Vail this morning as I write brought
ordes of anxious skiers and riders.
, these difficult conditions may have
sense of courtesy and decorum,
d be easily dismissed if it didn’t pose
er for personal injuries.
epitomized by a comment yelled by
rder screaming down the catwalk
ail to the scant few open trails. As his
over the tails of my skis (for those
with skiing terminology, I was the
kier sanctioned to have the right of
orado law), he told me that it was my
e ran into me because he was going
d I was making short turns to control

y was his comment ludicrous, it
he recklessness of riders or skiers
e that when they come screaming
hill that it is your duty to get out of
r be hit.
is mindset may be limited to a few,
it only takes one to abruptly end
ason, land you in the hospital or
flict an injury that may plague you
of your life. Thanks for printing my

all-world!
As a former player, it would be an honor to
play with him. More importantly, I would be
proud to consider him a friend!
Cope’s 2012 championship team was made
up of many all-world young men such as Hevan
Garcia, Roberto Diaz, Christian Espinoza, Alex
Trujillo and the gran lider, Diego Rodriguez.
I hope some college coach and player will
have the honor to have Erick, Hevan, Roberto,
Christian, Alex or Diego in their locker room
and go to battle — more importantly, have
them as a friend!
Tim LyBarger Avon

Don’t see that every day
As we opened the front door this morning,
there he was ... a black fox with a white tip on his
tail.
We live next to the Eagle River, a couple of
miles west of Wolcott, and see a wide variety of
birds, ducks and animals, but this is the first
time we’ve ever seen a black fox in 30 years.
He was dog like with an inquisitive face, stepping forward as though he wanted to come in.
I suspect he would have enjoyed having our two
cats for lunch, so we gently closed the door,
marveling at this unusual animal in his natural
habitat.
Dave and Sue Mott Wolcott

Kim Parnass Eagle-Vail

n already?

rst time in my living memory, I didn the front page of the newspaper,
ional, and find a tribute to those who
rl Harbor. Talk about the dumbing
merica! Shame on every newspaper
merica who approved those front
y.

Buddy Doll
e: The lead story Saturday in Our
headlined: “U.S. remembers Pearl

Look in mirror, Mr. Akin
This is in response to Jim Akin’s letter to the
editor comparing President Obama to Adolf
Hitler. Mr. Akin, your argument is at best flawed,
crass and tasteless. At worst, it is thoughtless
and disgusting.
The comparison of one of the darkest chapters of human history to the current state of
affairs in our country is just simply inappropriate. You are speaking of genocide, not class
warfare.
In your letter, you state that you feel that President Obama is trying to spread his bitterness
toward others. Take a deep breath and look in
the mirror.
Kim Carson Gyspum

rado great, but ...

ones, the deserving 4A Player of the
l-Colorado selection, is an all-world
. In my opinion, the truest measure
e’s character is if a coach, competiidual would want you in their locker
ld want to go to battle with you or
roud to call you a friend.
yed at my parent’s home last sumthe Palisade game, Erick took the
my mom and dad. During the state
hip game, my parents characterized
reat young man. Stated another way,

A lost art
When I was a kid, people wrote letters. In
fourth grade, Sister Ferdinand (yes, she was
every bit as fearsome as her name) taught us
the conventions of letter writing: the heading,
the date, the salutation, the introduction, the
body, the conclusion, the closing, the signature.
And I wrote letters.
My grandma wrote to me every week for
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The season of giving is a time to give
thanks — and give back.
From Colorado Gives Day to Superstorm
Sandy to all of our favorite local nonprofits,
America is at its best when it comes together to help others. Unfortunately, incentives
that encourage our can-do, giving spirit are
threatened like never before, and at a time
when they’re needed most.
President Barack Obama and members
of Congress are considering caps or cuts to
the charitable deduction, a 100-year-old tax
benefit for those who give donations to
charitable causes.
While our nation faces a real and urgent
budget crisis, this approach would have dire
consequences, reducing donations to nonprofits by billions of dollars and cutting or
eliminating work that is very important to
our community.
It makes no sense, particularly when 85
percent of nonprofits
experienced
higher demand for
their services in
2011, according to
the
Nonprofit
Finance Fund. This
JASON
year promises to be
DENHART
no different.
Our
future
depends on a strong philanthropic sector
for a faster, sustainable economic recovery.
Congress and the administration must recognize the value of an independent, nonprofit infrastructure with longstanding
experience to serve community needs in
good times and bad.
Charitable giving enables local nonprofit organizations in Eagle County to greatly
enhance the quality of life for all residents
and guests while providing very necessary
programs and services — programs that
keep our water and trails clean, that provide
emergency services for community members in need and offer enrichment programs to children, students and underserved populations.
From feeding hungry children, teaching
adults to read and healing animals and
humans alike; to protecting our landscapes,
restoring our rivers, educating the next generation of scientists and providing cultural
and artistic opportunities ... this is the mission of our local nonprofit community.
One would be hard pressed to find an
aspect of our lives that would not be negatively affected by cutting or capping the
charitable deduction for generous philanthropic contributions.
According to Giving USA, individual contributions to charitable causes in this country account for 73 percent of all charitable
giving. The charitable deduction is different
than other itemized deductions in that it
rewards a selfless act by encouraging individuals to give part of their income to worthy causes. Data suggests that for every dollar subject to the charitable deduction, the
public typically receives $3 of benefit. No
other tax provision does that.
Now is not the time to cut or cap the
lifeblood of giving that supports the nonprofit, charitable organizations working for
our community.
On behalf of all local nonprofits in Eagle
County, I urge you to please contact our
representatives and senators and tell them
to leave the 100-year-old charitable deduction in place so we may continue America’s
great giving tradition.

VALLEY
VOICES

Jason Denhart is the director of communications and development for the Eagle Valley
Land Trust.
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